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PwC. Dr Hervé has covered major transfer pricing consulting issues for global 
clients, from integrated value chain structuring and transfer pricing planning 
to global transfer pricing compliance issues and documentation. Dr Hervé has 
considerable tax and commercial litigation experience and has appeared as 
expert witness in arbitration cases.
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What do you consider to be your major career achievements?

  First, having been promoted to tax partner at KPMG Germany in 2008 
while not being a certified German tax adviser. I was only the second 
professional to achieve this, in consideration of outstanding contributions to 
tax-effective value chain restructuring and intangible valuation, all based on 
innovative transfer pricing (TP) economic analysis. In this field, I developed my 
case further as PwC’s Germany Value Chain Transformation tax leader. Second, 
at NERA Economic Consulting, being able to expand my field of consulting to 
other related fields of intangible assets and valuation. As expert witness in a 
pharmaceutical commercial litigation, I successfully defended my valuation of 
intangible-related economic damages of approximately €150m in arbitration 
hearings. Third, being told by the tax department of a top tier Silicon Valley 
digital company and its legal & tax advisers that the TP analysis conducted by 
my NERA team to value relative user base related intangible contributions to 
solve potential tax disputes in the billions of dollars was both highly innovative 
and strategically helpful.

What strengths and characteristics do you, your team and your firm strive to 
demonstrate to clients?

  In a changing regulatory environment, traditional solutions established by 
the Big 4, while cost-effective, are increasingly challenged in core jurisdictions 
like China, India, France and Germany. So there is increasing scope for us to 
apply and defend innovative TP solutions for dispute resolution, all based on 
sound economic principles while considering the individual characteristics 
of the case at hand. Our clients appreciate our ability to undertake innovative 
complementary analyses to defend established solutions. We are currently 
doing this in tax litigation for a US-based consumer product giant whose 
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economic analyses established by two Big 4 firms have consistently been 
rejected in a tax audit in Germany for failing to meet the arm’s length standard. 
Similarly, a Swiss industrial products global leader has engaged us to defend its 
high trademark-related royalty rates in a B2B business. We justified the royalty 
rates though a comprehensive global value contribution analysis, applying 
analytical solutions of cooperative game theory to a three party-context.

Reflecting on your area of expertise, how do you see this sphere of the market 
shaping up over the coming months? Are any exciting trends or developments 
on the horizon?

  By implementing fundamental changes to the consideration of intangibles 
in TP analysis, the OECD TP principles of 2017 are a major game changer that 
are increasingly translated in national tax legislation and tax audit practice. 
It provides tax authorities considerable room to challenge traditional TNMM 
and benchmarking-based solutions, to reject plain vanilla TP documentation 
and to challenge tax principal structures based on a lack of active intangible 
contributions. This new tax and legal environment generates increasing 
difficulties for consistency in defending TP solutions on a global scale. The 
current BEPS 2.0 initiative aims to harmonise the principles of taxation of 
marketing heavy and digital business models, but is likely to increase dispute 
potential through the complexity and inconsistency of its implementation 
proposals. 

“By implementing fundamental changes to the 

consideration of intangibles in TP analysis, the OECD TP 

principles of 2017 are a major game changer that are 

increasingly translated in national tax legislation 

and tax audit practice.”
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Representative Engagements 

Yves Hervé
NERA Economic Consulting

Provided TP support to a US digital technology company and counsel 
in a looming EU state aid case.

Together with counsel, advised on a TP-related tax litigation in 
Germany related to German distributor margins of a US consumer 
product company.

Provided TP advice relating to global value chain design for the future 
digital business of a leading European transportation multinational.

Provided damages valuation and acted as an expert witness in 
commercial litigation and arbitration in the pharmaceutical industry.

Involved in European dispute resolution related to B2B trademark 
royalty agreements for a Swiss industrial product manufacturer.

Advised on global TP redesign for a French global automotive supplier.

Advised on profit split solutions for German multinationals in different 
industries, including automotive and life sciences.


